Requests from VCAC for minor modifications to Curriculum Proposals. Unless there are objections to these changes, I will report to the VCAC that the Senate concurs with the changes.

MICT:

I think it would be good to clearly explain the program's admission criteria. You will need to change the language to explain that completion of the program support courses (ENG 100, MATH 103 or higher level mathematics, FAMR 230, A.S. Arts & Humanities Elective -100 level or higher), while not required, count towards admission (and explain how).

I'm hoping that Faculty Senate will give us permission to make these changes without going through the approval process from the beginning.

ASNS

I'm reviewing the most recent ASNS curriculum proposals and have a question about the "NO" that was the answer to the question "Is this program offered at another UH Campus?" The answer should be "YES". UH Maui College has an approved ASNS with physical science and life science tracks. Leeward CC has an approved ASNS, with those two tracks + "engineering" (see attached).

CA-ESS

Students who have earned the Certificate of Achievement in ESS are admitted to the AS degree program without having to complete any additional courses. However, Certifications in First Aid, CPR, and AED are required before the 10th week of the first semester of the program and must be maintained until graduation. Students in the AS in ESS Program are required to register for the American College of Sport Medicine's Certified Personal Trainer Exam by the 6th week of the spring semester.